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Abstract

We study technology adoption in an optimal growth model with embodied technical change. The economy consists of the final good sector, the capital sector, and the technology sector whose role is the imitation of exogenous innovations. Labor resources are scarce. They are freely allocated to the technology and final good sectors. The final good is freely allocated to consumption and to the capital sector. We analytically characterize the optimal allocation decisions in the long run. Using a calibrated version of the model, we find that an acceleration in the rate of embodied technical change should not be responded by an immediate and strong adoption effort. Instead, adoption labor should decrease in the short run, and the optimal technological gap is shown to increase either in the short or in the long run. The state of the institutions and policies around the technology sector is key in the design of the optimal adoption timing.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, the North-South digital divide has been the main concern of many policy oriented studies and committees. Many bodies now exist that all focus on the stakes involved by the digital divide. The G8 Dot Force, established at the 2000 Okinawa G8 summit, was among the first. More recently, in 2002, the United Nations have launched their Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Task Force, and it is frequent to read in the official publications of many industrial countries some explicit statements like the following: "bridging the North-South digital divide is a priority for the foreign co-operation policy".¹

In this context, many developing countries have undertaken a significant effort in ICT equipment investment, specially in Asia and Latin America. Figure 1 displays the patterns of ICT expenditures in six Latin American countries over the period 1992-2001. In Brazil, Chile and especially Colombia, this effort has been tremendous. The Brazilian ICT expenditures have increased from less than 4% of GDP in 1992 to more than 8% in 2001. Chile has followed almost the same pattern. ICT expenditures have tripled in Colombia over the same interval, reaching 12% in 2001! Overall there is a clear technology adoption effort in this part of the world, though it is unevenly distributed across countries.

Beside the issue of the connectivity of the South, which is certainly very important to address properly, one may question the relevance of the North-South digital divide problem as a key and urgent development issue, and the subsequent technology adoption and transfer programs. After all, the ICT growth enhancing effect is still at the heart of a tough debate even on the US economy (see Gordon, 2000). Moreover, the existing (and very long) record of technology transfers calls for much more caution in the assessment of the potential ICT contribution to the economic development of the South. In particular, the two following lessons are worth pointing out.

(i) First, technology adoption programs are usually undermined by the institutional barriers inherent to developing countries. As reported by Niosi, Hanel and Fiset (1995) using a survey of the performances of some 50 major international technology transfer projects, the costs associated with lack of transferee expertise and poor training, and those induced by the administra-

¹French inter-ministerial committee, July 10th, 2002.
Figure 1: **Information and communication technology expenditure (% of GDP).** *Source: World Development Indicators 2002, World Bank.*

(ii) Second, even if the host governments are keen at easing technology transfers and facilitating their implementation, it is absolutely unclear to what extent these transfers will benefit to the whole economy. In other words, the expected spillovers from such transfers are doubtful. It goes without saying that local conditions are crucial in determining the magnitude of the spillovers. For example, it appears that spillovers are likelier in sectors with simpler technologies (see the excellent work of Grether, 1999). Again, Latin American countries were among the first in the South to facilitate technology transfers by removing discriminatory measures against foreign direct investment, and more generally by carrying out comprehensive trade liberalization programs. This policy has been especially intensive from the mid-eighties. Figure 2 displays the patterns of GDP per hour in six Latin American countries over the period 1960-2001. With the notable exception of Chile, there is no apparent positive trend, especially if we focus on the sub-period 1980-2001. This is obvious in the Mexican case, a country which
is well-known for its trade liberalization policy (see again Grether, 1999).
In short, even in the absence of institutional barriers to adoption, technology transfers are unlikely to be successful if the transferred technologies are sophisticated, essentially because of lack of skills. However, the technology conveyed by the ICT is specific and sophisticated. First of all, it is vintage capital specific. It makes no sense to separate the Pentium technology from its physical support! Technological progress is therefore *embodied* in capital goods. Second, the new ICT tools are increasingly sophisticated. To take advantage of the invention of the early electrical tools, one had just to switch on a light, but using a computer is markedly more complicated. In the context of a developing country (low quality of labor, limited technological absorption), this characteristic of the new capital goods (more sophistication) is likely to radically change the trade-offs of technology adoption. This paper is primarily designed to investigate this point in details and to develop a theory of economic development under embodiment.
The role of embodiment in the growth process of the industrialized countries has been intensively studied in the recent years, notably in the US economy. As documented in Greenwood and Yorukoglu (1997), two major stylized facts seriously undermine the neoclassical growth model: The steady decrease in the relative price of equipment investment and the secular rise in the equipment investment to GDP ratio. Both are incompatible with the long term properties of the neoclassical growth model. In contrast, these two facts can be rationalized in a canonical two-sector growth model assuming that part of technological advances are specific to the capital goods sector (the so-called embodiment hypothesis). Using this approach, Greenwood, Hercowitz and Krusell (1997) found that around 60% of post-war US productivity growth can be attributed to embodied technological change. More theoretical studies on the implications of the embodied nature of technical change for long term growth can be found in Krusell (1998), Benhabib and Hobijn (2002), and Boucekkine, del Río and Licandro (2001, 2002).

Our objective is to study to which extent the embodiment characteristic matters in the technology adoption decisions in the context of a developing country. The basic structure of the models we would like to analyze is the following. The economy consists of three sectors: the sector producing the final good, the sector producing the capital goods, and the technology sector. Technological progress is embodied in capital goods. The technology sector does not conduct any R&D activity. Its unique role is the adoption (or imitation) of the innovations coming from abroad. However, the technological absorption is limited in that it is never feasible to close the technological gap with respect to abroad as in Nelson and Phelps (1966). We consider optimal growth models in which a benevolent central planner enforces the social optimum by choosing the best consumption, investment and adoption patterns for the economy.\footnote{Since the model does not rely on any externality, imperfect competition or incompleteness ingredient, the social optimum can be trivially decentralized.} To this end, he has to settle some resource allocations problems involved in the economy. For example, he has to ensure that the (scarce) skilled labor resources are optimally assigned to both the technology and the final good sectors. What could an optimal adoption plan in such a context? How should the economy react to a technological acceleration? Is an immediate and massive adoption effort optimal in this case?

To tackle these issues, we organize the paper as follows. The next section gives the analytical structure of the model. It also derives the corresponding
balanced growth paths and some interesting comparative statics. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the short term dynamics. Section 4 concludes.

\section{The model}

We start by giving the technology at work in each of the three sectors of the economy:

\begin{align*}
Y_t &= A_t K_t^\alpha L_t^{1-\alpha} \quad (1) \\
K_t &= q_t I_t + (1 - \delta) K_{t-1} \quad (2) \\
q_t &= q_{t-1} + d_t u_t (q_t^o - q_t) \quad (3)
\end{align*}

Equation (1) gives the production function in the final good sector at any date $t$. The final good ($Y_t$) is produced with capital ($K_t$) and labor ($L_t$). $A_t$ is technological progress in the final good sector. Note that this form of technological progress is independent of the pace of capital accumulation, it is therefore \textbf{disembodied}. The parameter $\alpha$ measures as usual the capital share.

Equation (2) is the production function in the capital sector. Capital is produced according to a linear production function with a unique input, the final good. The amount of final good used to increase the capital stock and to replace the depreciated fraction of it (namely $\delta K_{t-1}$ where $\delta$ is the depreciation rate) is denoted $I_t$. $q_t$ is technological progress in the capital good sector. In contrast to $A_t$, $q_t$ is specific to capital goods: It is \textbf{embodied} in capital goods. Equation (2) is exactly the production function of equipment goods considered by Greenwood, Hercowitz and Krusell (1997). However, in contrast to these authors, we shall endogenize the embodied part of technological progress, as measured by $q_t$.

Precisely, we assume that there is a third sector, say an imitation sector, which production technology is given by equation (3). This sector ensures an increasing pattern for the level of embodied technical progress, $q_t$. $q_t^o$ is the level of (embodied) technical progress abroad at date $t$. $u_t$ is the labor resources allocated to this sector, and $d_t$ is an exogenous variable representing any potential shock to this sector. For example, $d_t$ may represent an exogenous improvement of the productivity of labor in the imitation sector (coming from an improvement in the quality of the skills) or a trade policy.
reform easing technology transfers. It is readily checked that equation (3) implies that the level of embodied technological progress in the economy at date \( t \), \( q_t \), is a convex combination of the technological level abroad at date \( t \), and of the technological level of the economy at \( t - 1 \), \( q_{t-1} \). In the case of a developing country, we must assume: \( q_{t-1} < q_t^0 \). It follows that \( q_t < q_t^0 \), \( \forall t \). The technological absorption capacity of a developing country is limited, and the technological gap cannot be closed at any fixed date \( t \). Indeed, the technological gap, \( TG_t \), at \( t \), may be defined according to Nelson and Phelps (1966), as \( \frac{q_t^0 - q_t}{q_t} \), which by equation (3) implies:

\[
TG_t = \frac{1}{d_t u_t^\theta} \left( 1 - \frac{q_{t-1}}{q_t^0} \right). \tag{4}
\]

It follows that the technological gap can only vanish asymptotically. And it does so if and only if either the exogenous variable \( d_t \) or the labor assignment \( u_t \) goes to infinity when \( t \) tends to infinity. In this paper, we assume that the productivity variable \( d_t \) has no (positive or negative) trend. We also assume that the (skilled) labor resources of this developing economy are limited at any date. Either \( d_t \) or the amount of skilled labor can increase permanently following an exogenous shock but, since our goal is to model under-developed economies, we do not incorporate any internal or external mechanism assuring a cumulative and balanced law of motion for these two magnitudes. More precisely, the following resource constraints hold:

\[
L_t + u_t = 1 \tag{5}
\]

\[
Y_t = C_t + I_t \tag{6}
\]

Therefore, we assume that total (skilled) labor resources are constant over time and we normalize them to 1. These resources have to be allocated to two sectors: the sector producing the final good and the imitation sector. The final good is used for consumption, \( C_t \), and as an input in the production of capital goods, \( I_t \). How should the economy choose the allocation of labor resources to the production of the final good Vs the imitation sector? How should the economy choose the allocation of the final good to consumption Vs the capital sector? We shall address these questions within an optimal growth set-up in the next section. A final comment before. We assume that there is no inter-action between the embodied and disembodied components of technological progress: \( q_t \) is endogenous and \( A_t \) is not. According to
some New Economy enthusiasts (see Greenwood and Jovanovic, 1998, for example), the productivity gains registered in the capital goods sectors (e.g., hardware production) will eventually spillover to the rest of the economy, which is likely to lead to a permanent rise in aggregate productivity growth. That is \( q_t \) growth will have an impact on \( A_t \) after a (long) adjustment period.

This view of embodiment is far from unanimously accepted (see Gordon, 2000, again), and there is no unquestionable statistical evidence so far supporting it. Applied to under-developed countries, this spillover question is much simpler. As outlined in the introduction, most empirical studies tend to show that there is no spillover at all, especially when the technology imported is sophisticated. So, consistently with this overwhelming evidence and with our assumptions on the capacity of technological absorption and human capital endowment, we assume that there is no inter-action between \( q_t \) and \( A_t \). The effects of an increasing level of disembodied technical progress will be simply examined through permanent shocks exercises on \( A_t \).

2.1 The central planner problem

We consider the following optimal growth problem:

\[
\max_{\{C_t, I_t, K_t, q_t, u_t, L_t\}} \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t U(C_t)
\]

subject to equation (1) to (5), given \( q_{-1} \) and \( K_{-1} \) and the corresponding positivity constraints (notably \( 0 \leq u_t \leq 1 \) and \( 0 \leq L_t \leq 1 \)). \( U(\cdot) \) is a standard utility function and \( \beta < 1 \) is the time discounting factor. The interior solution of this optimization problem is characterized by the following first order conditions:

\[
\frac{U'(C_{t+1})}{U'(C_t)} = \frac{q_{t+1}}{q_t} \frac{1 - q_t \alpha A_t K_t^{\alpha -1} L_t^{1-\alpha}}{\beta (1-\delta)}
\]

(7)

\[
(1-\alpha) A_t K_t^\alpha L_t^{-\alpha} U'(C_t) = w_t
\]

(8)

\[
\lambda_t d_t \theta u_t^{\theta - 1} [q_t^\theta - q_t] = w_t
\]

(9)

\[
U'(C_t) \frac{K_t - (1-\delta) K_{t-1}}{q_t^2} = \lambda_t [1 + d_t u_t^\theta] - \beta \lambda_{t+1}
\]

(10)
where \( w \) and \( \lambda \) are the multipliers associated with the labor market clearing condition (5) and with the imitation technology (3), respectively.\(^3\) Equation (7) gives the optimal intertemporal consumption (or saving) plan. It is a completely standard Keynes-Ramsey rule if one abstracts from the presence of the \( q \) terms. In particular, it implies that the optimal growth rate of consumption is determined by the marginal productivity of capital \( \alpha A_t K_t^{\alpha-1} L_t^{1-\alpha} \), the discount rate \( \beta \), and the depreciation rate \( \delta \). For example, the higher the marginal productivity of capital, the stronger the incentives to save and the higher the expected growth rate of consumption. When we account for embodied technological progress, the Keynes-Ramsey rule is modified in two aspects. Since the capital goods are increasingly efficient over time, the marginal productivity of capital should incorporate this efficiency. It is expressed in efficiency units in equation (7), i.e., it is multiplied by \( q_t \).

On the other hand, it should be noted that, consistently with Greenwood, Hercowitz and Krusell (1997), the price of the capital good in terms of the consumption good is \( \frac{1}{q_t} \) in our model: For each unit of forgone consumption at \( t \), the economy can build up \( q_t \) units of capital at \( t \). Suppose that \( q_t \) is increasing, then the relative price of capital is decreasing, and the consumption good is expected to be more expensive over time, and consumption is likely to fall in the future. This effect is called obsolescence effect by Boucekkine, del Río and Licandro (2002); it is inherent to embodied technical change and it tends to lower the growth effects of the latter.

Equations (8) and (9) are the optimality conditions with respect to production labor and adoption labor respectively. In each equation, the marginal productivity of labor is equal to the shadow wage. Since labor is homogeneous, we have a unique shadow wage. Equation (10) is the optimal condition with respect to \( q_t \). The left hand side is the benefit from a marginal increase in \( q_t \): such an increase will allow to raise the capital stock by \( I_t \) in efficiency units, which is equal by equation (2) to \( \frac{K_t^{1-\delta} L_t^{\delta} - (1-\delta) K_t^{1-\delta}}{q_t} \), and by \( \frac{1}{q_t} \) in physical units (in terms of the consumption good), which in turn allows to raise utility by \( U'(C_t) \frac{I_t}{q_t} \). The right hand side gives the cost of a marginal increase in \( q_t \). Notice that \( \lambda_t \) is by definition, the shadow price of \( q_t \). The right hand side of equation (10) is the marginal cost of \( q_t \): It includes the usual intertemporal term \( \lambda_t - \beta \lambda_{t+1} \), retrieving future value gains from the shadow price, plus

\[ \text{plus the standard transversality conditions: } \lim_{t \to \infty} \lambda_t q_t = 0, \text{ and } \lim_{t \to \infty} \lambda'_t K_t = 0, \text{ where } \lambda'_t \text{ is the multiplier associated with the production function of capital goods, (2).} \]
the less usual term \( \lambda_t d_t u_t^\theta \). This term comes entirely from the specification of the imitation technology (3): a marginal increase in \( q_t \) costs indeed \( 1 + d_t u_t^\theta \), to be multiplied by the shadow price to get the welfare cost.

We now turn to the analysis of the steady state growth paths.

### 2.2 The balanced growth paths: existence and comparative statics

From now, we assume a logarithmic utility function. We define the steady state growth paths as usual in exogenous growth theory: along the balanced growth path, \( u_t \) and \( L_t \) are constant and the remaining variables grow at constant rates. Denoting by \( g_x \) the long-run growth factor of a variable \( X_t \) and \( \bar{X} \) its long-run level, we have the following simple properties:

**Proposition 1** If \( q_t^0 \) grows at rate \( \gamma > 1 \), then all the other variables grow at strictly positive rates with

\[
\begin{align*}
g_q &= \gamma \\
g_K &= \gamma^{1-\alpha} \\
g_C &= g_I = g_Y = \gamma^{1-\alpha}.
\end{align*}
\]

Not surprisingly, the growth rate of the capital stock is higher than the other variables: the capital stock is expressed in efficiency units and as such, its growth rate is the sum of the growth rates of \( q \) and \( I \). The long term levels are much harder to characterize. In order to simplify a little bit, we use equation (9) to eliminate the multiplier \( \lambda \). The resulting eight restrictions are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[1 - \beta (1 - \delta) \gamma^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}\right] &= \alpha q A K^{\alpha-1} L^{1-\alpha} \\
K \left[1 - (1 - \delta) \gamma^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}\right] &= \frac{\left[1 + (1 \cdot du)^\theta \right] \gamma - \beta}{\gamma du^\theta} \left[1 + (1 - q) \gamma \right] w \\
(1 - \alpha) A K^\alpha L^{-\alpha} &= \frac{1 - q}{q} = \frac{\gamma - 1}{\gamma du^\theta}
\end{align*}
\]
\[ K \left[ 1 - (1 - \delta) \gamma^{\frac{1}{\gamma}} \right] = qI \]
\[ Y = C + I \]
\[ L + u = 1 \]
\[ Y = AK^\alpha L^{1-\alpha} \]

The stationary long term system appears very messy. Nonetheless, we can prove that it has always a unique solution.

**Proposition 2** If \( \gamma > 1 \), a unique stationary equilibrium exists for our economy.

A detailed proof of this claim is reported in the Appendix. We can also prove analytically the following comparative statics with respect to the technological parameters \( \gamma \) and \( d \) appearing in the imitation technology.

**Proposition 3** Denote by \( s = \frac{I}{Y} \) the long term investment ratio. The long-run technological gap being \( TG = \frac{(\gamma-1)}{\gamma d \theta} \), we have the following comparative statics properties:

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial \gamma} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial TG}{\partial \gamma} > 0, \quad \frac{\partial s}{\partial \gamma} > 0 \]
\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial d} < 0, \quad \frac{\partial TG}{\partial d} < 0, \quad \frac{\partial s}{\partial d} = 0. \]

The proof is in the Appendix. A technological acceleration abroad induce a stronger adoption effort. However, this increment is not enough to lower the long term technological gap. This property comes from an important arbitrage settlement in the model. When \( u \) goes up, the amount of labor devoted to production decreases, which in turn tends to decrease output and consumption. Moreover, the consumption share in output goes down when the rate of embodied technological progress is raised. It is very important to understand why this property holds. Recall that the growth rate of \( q \) is precisely the rate of decline of the relative price of capital. Hence, when \( \gamma \) increases, this rate of decline decreases, inducing a typical substitution effect unfavorable to consumption. Overall, consumption tends to decrease for two reasons when a technological acceleration occurs. A central planner who cares about consumption per capital should consequently try to alleviate the induced fall in consumption by producing a moderate adoption effort. Social
welfare maximization is indeed incompatible with a sharp adoption effort in the long run.

The same mechanisms are involved when the productivity $d$ of the imitation sector goes up. This could be the result of a trade reform facilitating adoption or a permanent improvement in the skills of the employees of the technology sector. In such a case, the fraction of labor devoted to adoption goes down but the technological gap goes down too. Given the expression of the long run technological gap, this means that the product $d u^0$ increases when $d$ goes up despite the reduction in $u$. It is not hard to understand this result. Productivity improvements in adoption allow to increase the level of technological progress even though the labor contribution to this activity diminishes. In such a case, more labor is assigned to production, and the economy gains a double advantage: More production (and so more consumption and more welfare) and lower technological gap. In other words, the first best decisions allow to reduce both the output and technological gaps.

Finally in contrast to the shock on the rate of embodied technical change, a rising $d$ does not alter the consumption and investment shares in output. Both investment and consumption will rise, following the output increment, but they do so at the same growth rate. There is fundamental reason for this. In contrast to the shock on $\gamma$, a rising $d$ does not alter the rate of decline of the relative price of capital (precisely equal to $\gamma$), which is the crucial determinant the output composition.

What happens if the technological improvements occur in the final good sector via the disembodied technological progress variable, $A$? The following proposition summarizes the findings regarding this question.

**Proposition 4** An increase in $A$ rises (detrended) output, investment, consumption and capital though it has no effect on the investment rate. Moreover, a change in $A$ does not alter the allocation of labor resources between adoption and production and the induced technological gap.

The proof is trivial, see the Appendix. A rise in $A$ has a direct income effect which rises consumption and investment as output goes up. However, the investment rate is unchanged. As in the case of the shock in $d$, there is no change in the rate of decline of the relative price of capital, and the composition of output remains the same. Much more importantly, the disembodied technological progress level is not a determinant of the allocation of labor resources across activities, which may be surprising at first glance.
However, one should keep in mind that an increase in $A$ raises the shadow wage (since labor marginal productivity is shifted upwards). Since labor is homogenous and given the optimal labor decisions (8) and (9), the direct wage impact of the shock in $A$ is identical in the two sectors (final good and technology sectors), and there is no reason to alter the initial allocation of labor resources across sectors. As a consequence, the technological gap is also insensitive to the latter variable, since it entirely depends on the adoption of investment-specific technological progress. If the adoption effort is unaffected, the technological gap is.

3 Dynamics

Let us now study the transition dynamics to the steady state growth paths. Recall that the main objective of this paper is to investigate whether an immediate and ”massive” adoption effort is optimal in developing countries. We first rewrite the models in terms of the detrended variables. The stationarized dynamic system is reported in the appendix. We simulate a calibrated version of this system.4

The benchmark calibration is given by the table below:

**Table 1: The benchmark parameterization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$A$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters $\alpha$, the capital share, $\beta$, the time discounting rate, $\delta$, the depreciation rate of capital, and $A$, the level of disembodied technical change, have been fixed to some usual values. For a fixed value of $d$, the remaining parameters $\gamma$, the rate of embodied technical change, and $\theta$, the ”elasticity” of labor in the imitation technology, have been chosen so as to have share of consumption in GDP around 70%, and an adoption cost, as measured by the ratio ”wages paid to the technology sector” to GDP, around 10% in the benchmark case. The latter reference value has been given by Jovanovic (1997). In order to illustrate the importance of the institutional and policy aspects, we additionally consider another calibration which only differs from

---

4We use Dynare, the package developed by Juillard (1996), for the simulation and stability assessment of nonlinear forward-looking variables.
the benchmark in the value of $d$. Concretely, we consider the case where $d$ equals ten times the benchmark value. Table 2 gives the long term properties of the two parameterizations.

Table 2: The long term implications of the calibration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Model</th>
<th>When $d$ is high $(d = 1.2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>0.121486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>0.478613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>1.7368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>1.15385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>0.363583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>0.790267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>0.99719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>0.878514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TG$</td>
<td>1.08937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\Delta u}{u}$</td>
<td>0.104992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\Delta Y}{Y}$</td>
<td>0.315104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the economy benefits from an institutional and policy environment favorable to technology adoption, the optimal amount of labor resources allocated to the latter activity need not be large, and actually, it is shown to be lower relatively to the benchmark case. This allows to increase (detrended) output, consumption and investment, without worsening the technological gap, which indeed decreases markedly. These properties reflect the comparative statics demonstrated in Proposition 3. We now turn to the short term dynamics. We consider three permanent and unexpected 1% shocks affecting the economy from $t = 0$: a shock on the rate of embodied technical progress, $\gamma$; a shock of $d$ and a shock on the level of disembodied technical progress $A$. The solution paths are given in Figures 3 to 8. Each solution path represents the evolution of the percentage deviation of a given variable with respect to the initial steady state value.

3.1 Optimal adoption under technological acceleration

We first analyze how the economy reacts to the $\gamma$ and the $A$ shocks, as reflected in Figures 3 to 5 for the benchmark case. The main lessons to be
drawn from the experiments are:

(i) A technological acceleration through $\gamma$ does not induce an intensification of the adoption effort in the short run. Instead, the optimal amount of labor devoted to the technology sector is below the initial steady state value for around 8 periods after the shock. Since the technological acceleration is permanent, the economy will converge to a higher adoption labor long run value (by Proposition 3). Hence, it has to increase its adoption effort after a while. Whether it does so soon or late depends, in particular, on the settlement of the intertemporal arbitrages and resource competition problems present in the model. Among other relevant factors, time discounting or impatience induces a short run decrease in labor adoption so as to increase labor in production, which in turn would increase consumption in the short run.

Figure 3: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the labor devoted to adoption.

Another important factor is the chosen pattern for the rate of decline of the relative price of capital. In the long run, this rate goes up, involving a change in the composition of output, favorable to investment. So the long run equilibrium is unfavorable to consumption for two main reasons: a
higher adoption labor and a bigger investment rate. In such a context, an optimal reaction in the short run, given the discounted nature of the objective function, implies more production labor and/or a lower investment rate. In Figures 3 and 5, we see that while the adoption labor goes clearly down in the short run, there is a very slight increase in the investment rate at $t = 1$, immediately followed by a long transition below the initial steady state value. By choosing such a behavior, the economy lets the technological gap increase from $t = 0$ (to the new steady state value). Not surprisingly, welfare maximization does not produce a decreasing pattern for the technological gap, neither in the long run (as proved in Proposition 3), nor in the short run.

Figure 4: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the technological gap.

(ii) The $A$ shock produces much trickier outcomes. Figures 3 to 5 show a slight increase in the adoption effort, an almost immobile technological gap and a sharp rise in the investment rate, in the short run. It seems that the shock is almost entirely absorbed by the quantity variables, even in the short run! We know by Proposition 4 that only these variables are affected in the long run. Whether the obtained short run dynamics are robust to changes in
the environment (notably to the value of $d$) is an interesting issue that will be tackled in the next sub-section. Yet it is important to understand why a shock on the level of disembodied technical progress can produce the results we have obtained in the benchmark case.

Figure 5: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the investment rate.

Notice that such a shock raises the marginal productivity of both production factors, labor and capital. So, it tends to increase both. Now, one should recall that the capital stock (in efficiency units) can be raised either by investing more in the capital sector (which is detrimental to consumption) or by increasing the efficiency level of the new capital goods, which in turn consists in increasing adoption labor since $\gamma$ is fixed. The latter strategy would be attractive if the technology sector could ensure a gain in the efficiency of capital goods (i.e. a rise in $q$) big enough to compensate the induced labor allocation unfavorable to the production labor in a context of rising marginal productivity of labor. If not, the adjustment will mainly take place via the quantity variables. This is exactly what happens in our benchmark case. Output, consumption and investment rise. However, the increment in output (and in consumption) is markedly lower than the increment in investment, which is far from surprising since for example production labor slightly
decreases. Consequently the investment rate sharply rises at $t = 1$. Finally, the resulting technological gap is almost constant over time because of the very limited scope of the reallocation of labor resources. Again, the technological acceleration does not produce any short term intense adoption effort. However, in contrast to the acceleration in the rate of embodied technical change, the response of the economy is now characterized by an investment boom in the short run.

### 3.2 Institutions, policy and optimal adoption

We now study the robustness of the results listed above to changes in the policy variable $d$. This is done in two steps.

(i) Figures 3 to 5 also report the results of a permanent shock on $d$ for the benchmark economy. From Proposition 3, we know that the economy will converge to a lower adoption labor but will achieve a smaller technological gap. So in the long run, labor allocation is favorable to the production sector, and to consumption. In the short run, the economy takes advantage of the improvement in education and/or trade policy and institutions by sharply raising adoption labor. So in contrast to the case of technological accelerations, institutional and policy improvements in the technology sector can carry out a massive adoption effort in the short run. Note however, that the subsequent decrease in production labor does not lead to a drastic cut in the consumption level. Indeed, at the same time, the optimal allocation of the final good is detrimental to the capital sector (see Figure 5).

(ii) In a last experiment, we study the response of the economy to technological accelerations for a value of $d$, ten times bigger than in the benchmark case. The results are reported in Figures 6 to 8. In the case of the $\gamma$ shock, we get no massive and immediate adoption effort after the acceleration, exactly as in the benchmark case. There are however some clear quantitative differences. First of all, the initial drop in the adoption effort is less sharp and it takes only 4 periods to the economy to get above the initial steady state value (it takes 8 periods in the benchmark case). Hence, under better institutions and policy for monitoring technology adoption, the intense phase of adoption starts much earlier, and it converges to a higher adoption labor value and to a lower technological gap (in percentage change with respect to the steady state value).
Figure 6: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the labor devoted to adoption when \( d \) is high.

In the case of the \( A \) shock, the differences with respect to the benchmark case are not only quantitative. Recall that such a shock induces an increase in the capital stock which can be achieved either by investing more in the capital sector or by increasing adoption labor. Recall also that the latter is an attractive decision if the technology sector could ensure a gain in the efficiency of capital big enough to compensate the induced drop in the production labor. In the benchmark case, this condition fails to hold. In the case of large \( d \) values, it holds. As a consequence, both adoption labor and the investment rate are boosted in the short run. The pattern of adoption labor induces a decrease in the technological gap in the short run. This is the unique case we find for early and intense adoption efforts, as a response to technological accelerations. Note that this case only concerns the level of disembodied technical progress, and more importantly, it is generated for \( d \) values large enough. That is to say the state of policy and institutions around the technology sector is absolutely crucial in the design of optimal technology adoption schedules.
Figure 7: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the technological gap when $d$ is high.
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Figure 8: The evolution of the percentage deviation of the investment rate when $d$ is high.
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4 Concluding remarks

Using a simple three sector model with embodied technical progress, scarce skilled labor resources and a limited capacity of technological absorption, we study the optimal timing of technology adoption. Our main result is the sub-optimality of an immediate increase in the adoption effort in response to an acceleration in the pace of embodied technical progress. The phase of intense adoption (as measured by the share of labor resources devoted to this activity) should be delayed, the exact optimal timing depending on the education and trade policies and institutions at work in the technology sector. In the context of the digital divide debate, our model implies that the latter should not be on the top of any program of economic development (abstracting away from the connectivity issue). The specific nature of the technological progress conveyed by the ICT and the weakness of the technology sectors in the South makes this debate irrelevant in our view.

If adoption is so problematic in such a case, what could be an alternative short term policy? Boucekkine, Martinez and Saglam (2001) suggest that the maintenance of capital goods should be taken very seriously in general, and more specifically in the South since an increase in the maintenance effort ensures a rise in the (detrended) income level in the long run. As far as preventive maintenance is concerned, the skill requirements are probably less stringent than those for technology adoption, and maintenance is likely to fit better the skill composition of the developing countries. We are still investigating these issues within more comprehensive set-ups allowing for skill heterogeneity of labor resources.
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6 Appendix

1. **Proof of Proposition 2:**

   **Proof.** By means of successive substitutions, one can reduce the system of eight equilibrium restrictions to a single implicit equation involving only $u$:

   \[
   G(u) = \frac{\left(1 + du^\theta \right) \gamma - \beta}{(1 - u)} - \frac{\alpha \theta (\gamma - 1) \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - (1 - \delta)\right]}{(1 - \alpha) \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - \beta (1 - \delta)\right]} = 0. \tag{11}
   \]

   It could be easily checked that $G(u)$ is an increasing and convex function with

   \[
   \lim_{u \to 0} G(u) = \frac{-\alpha \theta (\gamma - 1) \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - (1 - \delta)\right]}{(1 - \alpha) \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - \beta (1 - \delta)\right]} < 0
   \]

   \[
   \lim_{u \to 1} G(u) = +\infty, \text{ as } \gamma > 1, \beta < 1, \ d > 0.
   \]

   Thus there exists a unique $u^* \in (0, 1)$ which satisfies $G(u) = 0$. ■

2. **Proof of Proposition 3:**

   **Proof.** The comparative statics are derived explicitly. For sake of simplicity, let’s denote by

   \[
   R = \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - \beta (1 - \delta)\right] > 0,
   \]

   \[
   Z = \left[\gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}} - (1 - \delta)\right] > 0, \text{ and}
   \]

   \[
   M = \frac{\alpha \theta (\gamma - 1) (1 - \delta) (1 - \beta) \gamma^{\frac{1}{1 - \alpha}}}{(\alpha - 1)^2 \gamma R} + \frac{\alpha \theta Z}{(1 - \alpha) R} > 0.
   \]

   We have:

   \[
   \frac{\partial u}{\partial \gamma} = \frac{(u - 1)^2 \left(\frac{u (1 + du^\theta)}{1 - u} - M\right)}{[\beta - \gamma (1 + du^\theta (1 + (1 - u) \theta))]} > 0
   \]
It is clear that the denominator is always negative for all values of $u$. The sign of the expression depends on $\left( \frac{u(1+du^\theta)}{1-u} - M \right)$. By means of the equilibrium condition (11), one can conclude that, $\forall u$, such that $G(u) = 0$, $\left( \frac{u(1+du^\theta)}{1-u} - M \right) < 0$. Thus, $\frac{\partial u}{\partial \gamma} > 0$.

$$\frac{\partial TG}{\partial \gamma} = \frac{1}{du^\theta \gamma^2} \left[ 1 - \frac{(u-1)^2 \gamma (\gamma - 1) \theta \left( \frac{u(1+du^\theta)}{1-u} - M \right)}{u \left[ \beta - \gamma (1+du^\theta (1+(1-u) \theta)) \right]} \right] > 0$$

The sign of the expression depends on:

$$u \left[ \beta - \gamma (1+du^\theta (1+(1-u) \theta)) \right] - (u-1)^2 \gamma (\gamma - 1) \theta \left( \frac{u(1+du^\theta)}{1-u} - M \right).$$

For sake of simplicity, without loss of generality, let $\delta = 1$. Then, we have:

$$- \frac{\alpha \theta (\gamma - 1)}{1 - \alpha} \left[ 1 - \frac{(1-u) \gamma (\beta - 1 - du^\theta)}{(1+du^\theta) \gamma - \beta} \right] - \alpha \theta du^{\theta+1} (1-u) < 0,$$

so that $\frac{\partial TG}{\partial \gamma} > 0$.

The rest of the comparative statics analysis is straightforward:

$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial d} = \frac{(1-u) u^{\theta+1}}{[\beta - \gamma (1+du^\theta (1+(1-u) \theta))]} < 0$$

$$\frac{\partial TG}{\partial d} = \frac{(\gamma - 1) u^{-\theta} \left[ \gamma (1+du^\theta) - \beta \right]}{\gamma d^2 \left[ \beta - \gamma (1+du^\theta (1+(1-u) \theta)) \right]} < 0.$$
and
\[ \frac{\partial s}{\partial d} = 0. \]

3. Proof of Proposition 4:

**Proof.** The proof is trivial. Indeed: \( \frac{\partial x}{\partial A} = \frac{1}{X(1-\alpha)} > 0 \), where \( x \) stands for \( K, C, Y \) and \( I \). Moreover, from the explicit expression of \( s \) given just above, \( \frac{\partial s}{\partial A} = 0. \)

4. The stationarized dynamic system:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{C}_t & = \frac{\tilde{q}_{t+1} \gamma_{t+1}^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}}{\tilde{q}_t \beta (1-\delta)} \left[ 1 - \tilde{q}_t \alpha \tilde{A}_t \tilde{K}_t \tilde{L}_t \right], \\
\tilde{K}_t - (1-\delta) \tilde{K}_{t-1} \gamma_t^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}} & = \frac{\left( 1 + \tilde{d}_t \tilde{u}_t \right) \tilde{w}_t}{\tilde{d}_t \tilde{u}_t^{\theta-1} \left( 1 - \tilde{q}_t \right)} - \frac{\beta \tilde{w}_{t+1}}{\gamma_{t+1} \tilde{d}_{t+1} \tilde{u}_{t+1}^{\theta-1} \left( 1 - \tilde{q}_{t+1} \right)} \\
\frac{(1-\alpha) \tilde{A}_t \tilde{K}_t \tilde{L}_t}{\tilde{C}_t} & = \tilde{w}_t \\
\tilde{q}_t \gamma_t = \tilde{q}_{t-1} + \tilde{d}_t \tilde{u}_t \gamma_t \left( 1 - \tilde{q}_t \right) \\
\tilde{K}_t = \tilde{q}_t \tilde{I}_t - (1-\delta) \tilde{K}_{t-1} \gamma_t^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}} \\
\tilde{Y}_t = \tilde{A}_t \tilde{K}_t \tilde{L}_t \\
\tilde{C}_t + \tilde{I}_t - \tilde{Y}_t = 0 \\
\tilde{L}_t + \tilde{u}_t = 1
\end{align*}
\]